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i watched this movie for the first time on your site. the suspense in the movie kept me waiting till the end. it is a must watch! i love nana pataye and puru rajkumar especially. i liked the pacing of the movie. i loved the part where arjun comes to know that rashis wife is flirting with someone else. it is really shocking
and funny. i also liked the part where arjun comes to know that his wife and his brother is flirting with someone else. it is really very shocking and funny. the background score and the songs are good. the interleaved scenes, though not very effective, are well acted. however, the part when arjun speaks to his wife
during her interview in a hotel room is the stupidest piece of dialogue i have ever heard. this part should be removed from the movie. arjun should say the complete dialogue without the stupid song. i loved the part where arjun raises a finger to ask rashis partner to leave them alone. it is really a terrific scene. the

blog with quotes picked up this movie last night. while the plot is moderately funny, the hook is a bit weak. at a point you feel, why bother. but the movie gradually shows your heart and it ends up with a nice smile. there is a definite improvement in the last half. meghna kothari looks gorgeous. anupama verma
looks good too. it is a story of an indian guy named rash upadhyay who loves to make love to his wife. his wife is a beautiful and sexy woman. it is well written and the dialogues are truly hilarious and sarcastic. not only this he is a great liar too. he starts to make love to his wife by enticing her with gifts. soon he

turns to cheating and starts to have affair with his friends wife. when their wives find out, a fight ensues in which rash and his wife end up in a torn house. he is forced to say that he is sorry for his actions and tries to reconcile with his wife. but she doesnt take his words seriously and he leaves her.
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the story of vadh (sharman joshi) is very predictable. the last time he had seen his family was in 2010, when
they came to india to celebrate his marriage with his fiancee. vadh left india for good in 2014 and hasn't

heard from his family since then. the reason for his going to india was to fulfil the wish of his grandfather. a
day before his grandfather's death in 2012, he had asked vadh to take care of his family in india. of course,

vadh couldn't help his family as he has to live his life as per his own wishes, and he also has to keep his
promise to his grandfather. we know what the ending of the movie is going to be, but the drama and

suspense which were being built up till then with the twists and turns of the plot kept the audience hooked to
the film. the performances of the leading actors were good and their dialogues were crisp and humorous.

though the film is about family, the story doesn't seem to be family oriented. i liked the idea of the film, and i
would have liked to see more of it if it had been made better. vadh is not a must watch. it is a pity that a film

of this kind was made at all. i don't think the producers will want to promote this film as it will be a loss for
them. however, the film will be a loss for all of us, since the film will probably go down the memory hole

soon. i would love to see more films like this, but the attitude of the production houses seems to be to churn
out cheap movies. vadh is a romantic hindi movie that showcases the life of a girl in a small town who is

abducted and forced into prostitution. the film is a true to life story depicting how a girl is forcefully
converted into prostitution and how her heart breaks after being divorced from her husband by a police
officer. it has been directed by vadh, starring arbaaz khan, pooja batra, and omi vaidya in the lead roles.
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